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HONORS CAPSTONE ABSTRACT
Music plays such an important role in life, and perhaps it plays an even
bigger role in the context of greater society, inspiring real change. Or, do
contemporary events influence music trends and not the other way around?
To research this question, I will begin by looking at the history and music
trends of two countries – the United States and Germany – as case
studies. I will first examine peer-reviewed research detailing how history
influences music and vice versa, along with research explaining how
people interact with music and their listening trends during times of societal
change. Then, I will take a look at US and German history before analyzing
their top-charting songs, discussing the broad musical characteristics of
each decade and how they do or do not correlate with the trends of
contemporary history. Lastly, I will detail the ultimate results of my
research, along with the key takeaways and significance of my findings.
Mainly, I have found that history influences music trends, more so than
music influences history. This research is significant because it provides
another lens through which one views history, which is crucial to
understanding the nuances of historical events.
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Abstract

Music plays such an important role in life, and perhaps it plays an even bigger role in the context
of greater society, inspiring real change. Or do contemporary events influence music trends and
not the other way around? To research this question, I will begin by looking at the history and
music trends of two countries – the United States and Germany – as case studies. I will first
examine peer-reviewed research detailing how history influences music and vice versa, along
with research explaining how people interact with music and their listening trends during times
of societal change. Then, I will take a look at US and German history before analyzing their topcharting songs, discussing the broad musical characteristics of each decade and how they do or
don’t correlate with the trends of contemporary history. Lastly, I will detail the ultimate results
of my research, along with the key takeaways and significance of my findings.
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Popular Music and History: An Interconnected Narrative
Music is an undeniably huge part of our lives. From its humble technological beginnings
of the gramophone to the instant, portable access afforded to us through services like YouTube
and Spotify, music has been one of the only constants in a rapidly changing world. Of course,
something that plays such a huge role in our lives must have some significance on the greater
world beyond the individual. But how would one begin to quantify such an effect? Of course,
there is no concrete answer to this question, but that doesn’t make it any less worth researching.
In an attempt to answer this question, I’ve decided to approach it from a social science
perspective: Namely, researching the effects of music on history, and vice versa. Essentially,
does life imitate art, or is the opposite true? Research has shown that music has real power,
power to influence and change our behaviors and actions. Perhaps this power affects more than
just the individual, but society as a whole. Or maybe, it is history that influences trends in music.
Either way, the results of research into this question have significance for both our
analyses and understanding of the past and our predictions for the future. History is complex, not
a black-and-white subject as one is sometimes prone to view it. Analyzing contemporary music
trends can provide another lens through which to explain the trends of history and how
contemporary society reacted to/lived with these events. Furthermore, I am cautiously optimistic
that – should the results of my research warrant it – in the future, we could potentially use pop
music to explain possible outcomes for contemporary events, as it is often societal attitudes and
reactions that dictate how a contemporary event will end and be remembered in the coming
years.
As such, I will look at the history and music trends of two countries – the United States
and Germany – as case studies. I will first examine peer-reviewed research detailing how history
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influences music and vice versa, along with research explaining how people interact with music
and their listening trends during times of societal change. Then, I will take a look at US and
German history before delving into their top-charting songs, discussing the broad characteristics
of each decade, and how they do or do not correlate with the trends of contemporary history.
Finally, I will discuss how each country’s music and history possibly influenced the other’s
before detailing the ultimate results of my research and the key takeaways and significance of
my findings.
Before delving into background research detailing how music influences history and vice
versa, it’s important to gain a background into the general evolution of popular music. Music
technology began with the phonograph and evolved into the gramophone, with the inventor of
the gramophone – Emile Berliner – creating a company to manufacture the flat discs his device
played. However, sheet music still proved to be more popular until the early 20 th century. The
strengthening of copyright laws, allowing for artists to better legally protect their works and earn
a larger profit, initiated a boom in music production. This inspired a shift in popular music trends
from opera to genres such as vaudeville and ragtime, essentially creating the genre of popular
music we are familiar with today. However, radio broadcasting eventually made the gramophone
obsolete (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
In the late 1930s into the 1940s, jazz music emerged from a perceived “immoral” form of
music that “[threatened] the country’s values” to a mainstream form of socially acceptable
entertainment, evolving into big band music (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). The
predecessor to jazz – blues – was created by former enslaved people who “adapted their African
musical heritage to the American environment,” with themes touching on personal identity and
struggle within the context of a harsh and hostile society (University of Minnesota Libraries,
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n.d.). Blues was not only the predecessor to jazz and big band, but also rock music, brought
about by Adolph Rickenbacker’s invention of the electric guitar (University of Minnesota
Libraries, n.d.).
The “golden age” of radio – the 1920s through the 1950s – and the inventions of new
music technologies, such as the tape recorder, made for exciting innovations in music, leading to
new trends forming (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Frank Sinatra and his
contemporaries paved the way for Elvis and the “British Invasion” – drawing on music trends
created and perfected by African Americans – to appeal to teenagers and create panic over
societal morals in adults (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). The growing popularity of
television in the 1950s provided a new medium for music to be broadcast, with visual
performances accompanying music, drawing in viewers. It was during this time that the
Billboard Top 40 music charts were created, tracking and ranking the popularity of singles
played on the radio and sold on LPs to households (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
Music further evolved in the 1960s with the advent of “surf music,” from such artists as
The Beach Boys. Soul music also burgeoned during this time, with such legends as James Brown
and Aretha Franklin drawing upon elements of jazz and blues to express the contemporary lives
of and issues facing African Americans. Girl groups and boy groups also became popular during
this time. Notably, folk music also made a resurgence in response to the conflict-riddled 1960s
(University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
As some of the problems addressed by folk music either disappeared or abated, the 1970s
saw the beginnings of a shift from music focused on the well-being of greater society to the wellbeing and wants of the individual. Glam rock emerged, markedly individualistic in nature; its
accompanying personal style emphasized flamboyance and individuality. Glam rock evolved
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into punk music, but not before the rise of disco music, designed to be played in dance clubs
(University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). But punk music rejected “the commercialism of disco
and corporate rock,” (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Its moody, political lyrics coupled
with minimalist instrumentals became more popular in Europe than in the United States, but
nonetheless still left its mark on American society (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
Hip-hop, popularized in the 1980s, was the more American answer to societal displeasure
during this time, blending both individualistic and societal problems. African American artists
pioneered the genre, fostering a new form of expressive outrage against a society that was only
accommodating to white citizens (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). “Sampling,” in which
a new song uses or draws upon fragments of earlier songs, became a common trend in hip-hop,
which is utilized across genres today (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Hip-hop split into
sub-genres, including “gangsta rap” and new blends of rock and rap, which appealed to both
black and white audiences (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). The popularity of hip hop
and its sub-genres has remained throughout the 90s and into today’s society (University of
Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
The 90s also saw the rise of grunge music, a sub-genre of rock that evolved from punk
music (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Grunge music – pioneered by acts such as
Soundgarden and Nirvana – was largely individualistic, with its artists often adopting a
“disheveled” and “disaffected” attitude, mirrored by “messy, sludgy, distorted” instrumentals
(University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Grunge music would eventually give rise to other,
more mainstream forms of alternative rock, with acts such as Green Day and Pearl Jam
becoming household names (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
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One of the most important advents in mainstream music – and the focus for my research
– is popular music, often known as “pop.” In its beginnings to today, pop music consists of a mix
of boy bands, girl bands, and individual starlets. This genre has achieved widespread appeal but
is largely marketed towards teenagers. The pop music genre has earned such notoriety and
success that several artists from other genres – such as country music stars Carrie Underwood
and Taylor Swift – have crossed over into the pop genre. Consequently, hybrid forms of pop
music – country-pop, rap features in pop songs – have been created, but still fall under the wider
umbrella term of pop music. Rock music in its purer forms has waned in popularity, adopting
more pop elements and also falling under this umbrella term (University of Minnesota Libraries,
n.d.).
As such, pop music is the genre of music I am looking to analyze in my research. Its
unique blend of virtually all genres - rock, R&B, hip-hop, etc. – along with its enduring
popularity in mainstream society (hence its name) make pop music ideal to analyze as many
caches of society as possible through a single genre.
Preliminary research into how people interact with music and their listening trends during
times of change in society is also necessary before understanding and interpreting the results of
my research. As touched upon in describing the evolution of popular music, people have used
music to express contentment or discontent with contemporary society. This has been most
recently evident during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. According to research published in
the journal Humanities and Social Sciences Communications (Fink et al., 2021), in which
researchers studied how people affected by the COVID-19 pandemic engaged with music as a
coping mechanism, the researchers found that “Overall, our results emphasise the importance of
real-time musical responses to societal crises…”. Over half of Fink et al.’s (2021) respondents
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reported that music was a coping mechanism during this time of socio-emotional struggle.
People who had overwhelmingly negative emotions during this unprecedented time tended to use
music for emotional regulation, whereas people who had more positive emotions used music as a
makeshift substitution for social interaction (Fink et al., 2021).
Furthermore, music not only has the power to influence people’s emotions, but even their
personal choices, especially in the context of a consumerist society. Petrušić’s (2021) research
found that because of music’s profound effect on individual’s behavior and thought processes,
companies have skillfully used music in their advertisements to grow their sales. Music in
advertisements tends to highlight the “attractiveness and consumption of goods and services,”
with research showing that background music in stores is correlated with more unplanned
consumer purchases (Petrušić, 2021).
Now that the appropriate background context has been researched, analysis of German
history, my first case study, can commence. In Figure 2 (p. 32), derived from an article by the
BBC News (2018), I have created a timeline of some of the most important events in German
history, from the end of WWII to today. Notable events include the creation of Allied occupation
zones, the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall, the reunification of Germany, the 2008 global
recession and eurozone debt crisis, asylum-seeking/immigration policies, and the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.
I have also listed the leaders of Germany (West, East, and reunited) from the end of
WWII to today in Figure 3 (p. 35), as outlined by Encyclopedia Britannica (The Editors of
Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.a). While each leader is notable in their own right, especially
important to note are Erich Honecker of East Germany – one of the most influential Cold War
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era leaders – and Angela Merkel, the first female Chancellor, whose tenure saw several
unprecedented global crises.
While I previously discussed the evolution of popular music, that portion was largely UScentric. With that research in mind, I would like to take a closer look at the evolution of popular
music specific to Germany. As Germany is a much older country than the United States, some of
its earliest musical beginnings consisted of musicians playing songs of “courtly love’ for 12 th and
13th century noblemen (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.c). Of course, when one
thinks of older, more traditional German music, religious chorales and opera instantly come to
mind, along with some of the world’s most famous classical composers, including Johann
Sebastian Bach and Ludwig van Beethoven (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.c).
More recently, the early 20th century saw German musical artists draw upon the
influences of their American counterparts while pioneering musical techniques of their own. This
is largely due to World War I creating a cultural need for new, more democratic and less
restrained forms of culture (Nathaus, 2013). American sound, especially jazz, embodied this
cultural need, creating a trend of “Americanisation” in German music that would start in the
early 20th century and continue for decades – arguably even today (Nathaus, 2013). Drawing
upon Gebrauchsmusik (utility music), cabaret music first appeared in the 1920s (“Short History,”
2018). Cabaret music was influenced by jazz and flourished in the interwar years. Swing music
followed it, drawing on the American big band style, though this was soon discouraged by the
Nazi party (MasterClass Staff, 2022).
The next great movement of German music was Schlager and folk music, comparable to
American easy listening music, but with themes from the cultural groups of German-speaking
countries (“Short History, 2018). Then, from the 1960s and successive decades, many American
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and British musical artists got their start in Germany’s music scene, including David Bowie and
Donna Summer (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.c). This isn’t to say that Germany
was lacking native talent. Germany’s answer to the American and British New Wave movement
was Neue Deutsche Welle (New German Wave). Instrumentally similar, the lyrics were in
German and sang of Germanic themes, with one of the most internationally known examples
being Nena’s “99 Luftballons” (“Short History,” 2018).
Germany also has a rich history of rock music, initially imported from American
servicemen in the US section of the country. Commonly known as Krautrock, the German take
on rock music blended psychedelic-sounding synthesizers to traditional rock melodies. This form
of rock music extended into the genre of Neue Deutsche Welle, with songs from acts like
Austria’s Falco performing very well in the German charts (MasterClass Staff, 2022).
Modern German pop, as it stands today, began largely in the late 1990s and early 200s,
along with hip-hop and hip-hop/pop blends also common in the United States. There are three
main characteristics of contemporary German pop music: instruments, which feature a greater
emphasis on synthesizer and drum machines than other Western peers; lyrics, with the typical
emphasis on love and heartbreak, but with a strong sense of German identity; and sound, often
upbeat and danceable, sometimes with political themes (MasterClass Staff, 2022).
In Figure 4 (p. 37), I have outlined the top singles from 1978 (the beginning of the
official music charts – Offizielle Deutsche Charts (1978-2021) – in Germany) to 2021. I define
the top single as the song that spent the most weeks in the number one chart position in that
particular calendar year. Additionally, a couple years saw a children’s song as the top single of
the year, due to chart rules and parameters. These years are marked with asterisks, with the top
pop single listed in the chart and the children’s song listed underneath the chart.
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As the Offizielle Deutsche Charts (1978-2021) start in 1978, it is important to discuss
earlier singles to gain a more complete picture of post-WWII German popular music. Many
songs immediately following the conclusion of the war tended to be more lighthearted in nature,
with a focus on more whimsical topics and upbeat instrumentals. For instance, Gerhard
Wendland’s 1962 song “Schläfst du schon?” is a heartwarming love letter (Offizielle Deutsche
Charts, 1962) and Suzie’s 1966 hit “Ich will immer nur dich,” outlines the singer’s loyalty and
devotion to her partner (Ibid… 1966). However, some songs addressed themes of despair, often
derived from heartbreak. These themes are very easily applicable to the despair the Germans –
and most of the world – felt after World War II. Examples include Dalida’s hit 1959 song “Am
Tag als der Regen kam,” which has themes of finding hope in a time of immense sadness (Ibid…
1959). Additionally, some songs sought to reclaim or reinvent German identity, with one such
example being Nina und Jimmy’s 1961 song “Weites Land,” a metaphor of love through themes
of longing for one’s home (Ibid… 1961). American music also gained increased popularity, with
a number of Elvis Presley songs becoming hits in 1963, for instance (Ibid… 1963).
As mentioned previously, songs immediately following the end of World War II tended
to be more upbeat and lighthearted, but some songs dealt with coming to terms with the past. In
the 1980s, music continued to be upbeat with the addition of synthesizers and drum machines,
creating a party-like atmosphere. One of the most infamous examples includes Peter Schilling’s
1983 hit “Major Tom (Völlig losgelöst),” a song about David Bowie’s Major Tom character
floating off into space, leaving his earthly troubles behind (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 1983).
Even the more slow-tempo songs have a powerful drive to them, brought about by the powerful
instrumentals. This is definitely the case in Falco’s “Jeanny Part 1,” released in 1986 (Ibid…
1986). Notably, the top song of 1989 was Kaoma’s “Lambada,” an upbeat party song (Ibid…
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1989). Of course, 1989 was the year the Berlin Wall fell, and the German Democratic Republic
(East Germany) began to fall with it. “Lambada” tells of a love that will be remembered forever,
even though the lover did not treat the singer right.
The 1990s saw the newly reunited Germany’s top hits become very individualistic in
nature, moving further away from party hits – although Lou Bega’s 1999 hit, “Mambo No. 5 (A
Little Bit Of…),” is a notable exception, yet it is still very individualistic (Offizielle Deutsche
Charts, 1999) – and more towards pop songs with characteristics of modern ballads. The early
1990s still had hits more typical of the eighties (such as the 1992 U96 hit “Das Boot” (Ibid…
1992)), though this is not an uncommon phenomenon at the beginnings of each decade. The
predominance of pop ballads is best exhibited by the 4 Non Blondes song “What’s Up?,”
Germany’s top hit of 1993 (Ibid… 1993), and Céline Dion’s international hit “My Heart Will Go
On,” the top single of 1998 (Ibid… 1998). Any discussion of 1990s German pop music would be
remiss without discussing Matthia Reim’s 1990 song “Verdammt – ich lieb’ dich,” (Ibid…
1990). More characteristic of music from the 1980s (as to be expected), this song especially
marks the turning point in a shift from collectivist mindsets to individual ones, with “ich” sung
57 times.
The 2000s saw a return of the predominance of party music, with hits such as Lady
Gaga’s 2009 song “Poker Face” (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 2009), a raunchy party song
released amid the 2008 recession, becoming one of the top-selling singles of all time. Another
example is one of the top singles of 2001, “Daylight In Your Eyes,” by German girl group No
Angels (Ibid… 2001). However, a few top singles also retained the characteristics of the power
ballads of the 1990s, including Enya’s “Only Time,” another one of the top singles of 2001
(Ibid… 2001).
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Germany’s music trends of 2010 were very foreign: not a single top song from this
decade was performed by a German artist. Beyond that, half of these top hits were introspective,
focusing on the internal conflict of the individual. Examples include Avicii’s 2013 hit “Wake Me
Up!” (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 2013), Adele’s 2015 hit “Hello” (Ibid… 2015), and
Rag’n’Bone Man’s 2016 hit “Human,” (Ibid… 2016). The other half of this decade’s trends are
upbeat, often optimistic songs, including the 2017 hit “Despacito” by Luis Fonsi, featuring
Daddy Yankee (Ibid… 2017), and “Dance Monkey” by Tones and I, the top song of 2019
(Ibid… 2019).
While we are not far into the 2020s, this decade has already been so notable and
unprecedented that it is worth mentioning even in its infancy. Germany’s top hit of 2020 was
The Weeknd’s “Blinding Lights” (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 2020). “Blinding Lights” draws
upon two elements that hit songs commonly utilize during years of turmoil: upbeat, party
tempos, and nostalgia, which lies within the heavy use of synthesizers reminiscent of 80s hits.
The top his of 2021 was “Wellerman,” performed by Nathan Evans (Ibid… 2021). This song –
besides the two children’s songs that managed to be number-one hits due to chart parameters – is
one of the most notable outliers in Germany’s music charts, and it marks the beginning of a new
era of unpredictability and volatility in the music charts. “Wellerman” is a sea shanty,
popularized by the social media app TikTok. As touched upon previously, technology helping to
create new trends in popular music is not unusual. But instead of technology promoting and
driving the development of existing trends, this is possibly the first instance in which a new trend
in music – and not just the technologies involved in music production and dissemination – was
created purely because of technology (the Internet). Of course, one could explain this sharp
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diversion from the norms of music trends through the sharp diversion of the norms of the global
community as a result of the far-reaching effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The analysis of German pop music covered, I followed the same methodology when
analyzing music trends of the United States post-WWII. Derived from an article by the BBC
News (2021), Figure 5 (pg. 41), much like Figure 2 (pg. 32), outlines some of the most important
events in US history post-WWII, such as the Cold War, the Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam
War, the “War on Terror,” the 2008 global recession, continuing fights for racial equality, and
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Additionally, I have listed the US Presidents since the end of WWII in Figure 6 (pg. 45),
as outlined by Encyclopedia Britannica (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.b). The
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, the Vietnam War-era Presidents, President Reagan’s
Cold War policies, President George W. Bush’s “War on Terror,” and the divisive tenure of
President Donald Trump are especially important to note.
Figure 7 (pg. 47) lists the top singles from 1955 – the inaugural year of the Billboard
(2009-2021) music charts – to 2021. Like the German top singles, I define the top single as the
song that spent the most weeks in the number one chart position in that particular calendar year.
Before delving into the earliest charting songs of the United States, it’s important to first
discuss the music industry between 1945-1955. By the end of World War II, jazz and its related
genres (namely big band music) still dominated the US music market, though it evolved into
more of a kind of “art music” rather than popular music (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica,
n.d.d). The rise of charismatic, powerful soloists took jazz’s place as the new American popular
music, becoming emblematic of American excellence and culture. Artists such as Frank Sinatra
(as mentioned previously), Billie Holiday, Peggy Lee, and Tony Bennett dominated the music
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industry, often crooning about the joys and sorrows of love (The Editors of Encyclopedia
Britannica, n.d.d).
One of the most prevalent trends of the 1960s in US music history is the rise of songs
with the explicit opinions of the artists becoming popular in mainstream circles. This
commentary on contemporary events started largely through the medium of folk music. The
tumultuous events of the 1960s – mainly the Vietnam War – further shifted music trends and
created an opening for folk music (University of Minnesota Libraries, n.d.). Folk music was
often utilized as a form of “social activism,” expression pride in or criticism of one’s country and
its responses to current events: racial segregation, the Cuban Missile Crisis, etc. (University of
Minnesota Libraries, n.d.).
Music as activism did not end with the eventual fall in popularity of the folk genre. Its
roots extend all the way back to the days of the Revolutionary War, and they continue today.
After the era of folk music largely subsided in the United States, the hip-hop and punk/punk rock
scenes of the late 20th century and early 21st century became the new genres that expressed
musical artists’ outrage at problems facing contemporary society – though these were not
necessarily protest songs like their predecessors (Henwood, 2017). The late 2000s through the
2010s and current 2020s have largely switched to “empowerment songs,” which highlight the
experiences of underrepresented groups and the issues they face as a result of societal injustice
(Henwood, 2017).
Of course, protest/commentative/empowerment songs have never completely
overshadowed typical party anthems, which has consistently managed to perform well in both
domestic and international music charts. Examples include 2004’s top song “Yeah!” by Usher
with Lil’ John and Ludacris (Whitburn, 2010), and 2019’s “Old Town Road” by Lil Nas X
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featuring Billy Ray Cyrus (Billboard, 2019). This is not unique to the 2000s, however, with
songs such as the 1979 hit “My Sharona” by The Knack (Whitburn, 2010) and Elvis Presley’s
1956 song “Hound Dog” (Whitburn, 2010) becoming the top hits of their respective years.
Overarching themes for the decades of 1950 to the present decade are largely similar to
Germany’s. However, following the end of World War II, German hits more often took on a
melancholic nature than US hits, due to the different outcomes and circumstances the two
nations experienced in the postwar world. With the overarching US trends of each decade largely
discussed when outlining the general evolution of popular music, some specific top singles along
with a historical event in that year are worth mentioning. Like Germany, The Weeknd’s
“Blinding Lights” was 2020’s top single in the United States (Billboard, 2020), likely for the
same reasons. But in 2021, the US top single was “Levitating” by Dua Lipa (Ibid… 2021), a
stark contrast to Germany’s top hit of the same year: “Wellerman” by Nathan Evans (Offizielle
Deutsche Charts, 2021). Where “Wellerman” is not necessarily melancholic, it certainly isn’t a
party anthem like “Levitating” is, an important distinction to make when considering the effects
of the pandemic on both the United States and Germany, and consequent national attitudes.
This stark contrast in top singles isn’t just a recent phenomenon, but one that also can be
seen in the 20th century. Of course, before increased globalization towards the later part of the
20th century, top hits have greatly varied. But there are other reasons for this too, including
contemporary outlooks. In 1984, the top hit of Germany was “Jenseits von Eden” by Nino de
Angelo (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 1984). “Jenseits von Eden” is a midtempo song in which the
singer implores listeners not to harden their hearts in response to the world around them – a very
topical theme. The 1984 top song for the United States, however, was Madonna’s “Like a
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Virgin,” an upbeat and carefree song that reflects a nation with an economy recovering from
recession (Whitburn, 2010).
After analyzing the correlation between both countries’ music hits and their histories, I
have found that successful music in the immediate decades following WWII has been largely
upbeat and positive during times of strife. In both countries, this was often in the form of party
anthems or other similarly uplifting melodies, in which artists encouraged people to relax and
have fun – a very collectivist attitude. This was evidenced in Germany in 1988 with Bobby
McFerrin’s song “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 1988), and in the United
States with The 5th Dimension’s song “Aquarius/Let The Sunshine In” (Whitburn, 2010). But in
the later part of the 20th century through today, songs released during times of strife tend to not
be designed to uplift others, but instead to convey the artists’ feelings on the contemporary
situation(s).
These results may appear to be contradictory at first glance, but they coincide with shifts
in pop music attitudes. Pop music has largely moved away from collectivist mindsets in most of
the 20th century to more individualist mindsets in the late 20th century and throughout the 21st,
both in Germany and the United States. This has resulted in pop music becoming more personal
and, in many cases, moody. Artists have largely shifted from wanting to use their music to unite
people against common ills to instead using music as an outlet to express their personal feelings
and troubles. This has been evidenced by DeWall et al.’s (2011) research. In their analysis of
lyrics of popular music in the United States between 1980 and 2007, the researchers found that
“changes in popular music lyrics mirror increases in narcissism [from 1980 through 2007], with
musical lyrics becoming increasingly self-focused over time,” (DeWall et al., 2011).
Additionally, not only have lyrics become more self-centered, but they’ve also moved far away
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from former collectivist mindsets, with the researchers finding that “Just as people report greater
rates of loneliness and social isolation over time, popular song lyrics changed over time to
include fewer words related to social interactions,” (DeWall et al., 2011).
On the other hand, I couldn’t find such significant correlational results when examining
whether music influences history. Of course, there is greater evidence for this in the 20 th century,
especially when examining the hippie subculture. However, in the context of my case studies,
this seems to be the exception and not the rule. Music in both the 20 th and 21st centuries has
largely been reactionary, in line with a move towards individualist mindsets. Top hits have
tended to highlight important issues and viewpoints in society, but do not typically explicitly call
for societal change. This is not to say such songs don’t exist, but they aren’t as commercially
successful as other songs. Instead, the top hits addressing contemporary issues and events in
society have tended to convey the artist’s feelings and interpretations of the relevant matter. An
example of this is Germany’s top single of 1997: “I’ll Be Missing You,” performed by Puff
Daddy and Faith Evans, featuring 112 (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 1997). This song was
released in response to the murder of rapper Christopher Wallace, better known as The Notorious
B.I.G. or Biggie Smalls. In the United States, Elton John’s 1997 version of “Candle in the
Wind,” lamenting the loss of the United Kingdom’s Princess Diana, became that year’s top
single (Whitburn, 2010). Furthermore, while songs in the 21 st century have become more
individualistic and reflective, many top singles have also continued the 20 th century trend of
being an escape from real-world issues, instead focusing on fun themes and lighthearted
melodies. Examples include the top songs of 2008: Kid Rock’s “All Summer Long” was
Germany’s number one single (Offizielle Deutsche Charts, 2008), and Flo Rida and T-Pain’s
“Low” was the United States’ number one single (Whitburn, 2010).
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It is perfectly acceptable to learn about history through texts and lectures, but to really
understand the impact contemporary events had on their respective societies, one needs to delve
into the culture of the time. One of the best ways to do so – without actually living through said
periods – is by examining contemporary forms of artistic expression, one prominent medium
being music. Songwriters and performers have channeled their hopes and fears, their values and
ideas, through music. Even songs that may seem superficial at first glance – songs pertaining to
romance, chiefly – are worth examining, as they reflect contemporary attitudes and the
persistence of the most human emotions during times of uncertainty and strife. My research has
exposed correlations in music trends and events in history, which provide deeper insight into the
minds of the people affected by these events. As such, this has major significance for how we
view not just the facts of history, but also the opinions of people experiencing these events –
something that is vitally important to fully grasping the nuances of history.
Ultimately, the effect of music on history, or history on music, cannot be quantitatively
measured. But this does not make these topics any less important to research. As illustrated,
music has a profound effect on the individual and greater society as a whole. Consequently, the
significance of music in past, current, and future societies is not to be discounted. As my
research shows, history influences music, and music in turn influenced the thoughts and
behaviors of the individuals, as other research (namely, Petrušić (2021)) shows.
I acknowledge that my research is relatively limited in its scope, particularly considering
my case studies are both first-world, capitalist, Western societies. Additionally, I did not delve
into any East/West German differences in popular music, which would warrant further research
into the wider USSR music culture. Nevertheless, I believe my work is significant, as it offers a
starting point into necessary further research into this interesting and socially important topic.
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Figure 1: Spotify Playlist

Link
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0nXrQoROPX1wFxX306gnI0?si=bdJR4q2RTQqk0_PqS7pox
Q&utm_source=copy-link
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Figure 2: German History – Timeline
Year

Events

1945

Germany loses WWII, divided into occupation zones

1949

Germany officially divided; US, French, and British zones become Federal Republic
of Germany (West Germany), Soviet zone becomes German Democratic Republic
(East Germany)

1950

Start of decade of rapid economic growth in West Germany

1955

West Germany joins NATO; East Germany joins Warsaw Pact

1957

West Germany joins the European Economic Community, the precursor to the
European Union

1961

Berlin Wall erected

1969

West German Chancellor Willy Brandt institutes Ostpolitik, designed to create
stronger, more amicable ties with East Germany

1971

Erich Honecker becomes the new leader of East Germany

1973

Both West and East Germany join the UN

1974

West German Chancellor Willy Brandt resigns after one of his aides is suspected of
espionage

1987

East German leader Erich Honecker makes first official visit to West Germany

1989

Mass protests in East Germany lead to relaxation of travel restrictions and eventual
collapse of the German Democratic Republic; Berlin Wall is demolished

1990

East Germany and West Germany officially reunite

1994

The Allies abandon their occupation zones
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Government launches revolutionary eco-policy, aiming to phase out nuclear energy
over the next 20 years; contention as the government follows US forces in deploying
4,000 troops to Afghanistan (largest deployment outside Europe since WWII),
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder survives vote of no-confidence

2002

Deutsche Mark is abandoned for the Euro; new immigration policy allows limited
number of skilled non-EU workers into Germany

2004

Mass protests – largely in the East – over austerity measures

2005

Angela Merkel becomes first female Chancellor

2006

Unemployment below 4 million for the first time in 4 years

2008

Government approves a $68bn bail-out plan for one of the country’s largest banks,
makes available 500bn euros in loan guarantees and capital to the European banking
system to help offset the effects of the global recession; Germany officially declared
to be in recession in November

2009

$63bn stimulus package to be disseminated to Germans to help offset the effects of
the global recession; Germany out of recession in August, after economic growth of
0.3%; major tax cuts amid an economy later discovered to have shrunk by 5%

2010

Very controversial 22.4bn euro bail out package for Greece; eco-policy launched in
2001 (in which nuclear energy was to be phased out in 20 years’ time) reversed;
economy later shown to have grown by 3.6%, fastest pace since reunification

2011

Eco-policy again reversed, with all nuclear power plants to be phased out by 2022

2012

Federal Constitutional Court grants the military the right to use weapons in Germany
in the event of an assault of “catastrophic proportions,” but with other limits still in
place
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2013

Most troops withdrawn from Afghanistan

2014

First minimum wage set at 8.50 euros per hour

2015

Controversial institution of temporary asylum to refugees, affecting not just

34

Germany, but entire European community
2016

Mass protests against asylum/immigration policies following extensive media
coverage of crimes and devastating terrorist attacks committed by asylum seekers
and immigrants; far-right, anti-migrant party Alternative for Germany begins to gain
prominence

2018

Further anti-immigrant protests, unrest over asylum policies and related threats to
national security/sovereignty

2020

Further attacks, terroristic in nature, create outrage; beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic

2021

Olaf Scholz becomes new Chancellor; Germany still dealing with the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic

Source
Germany profile – Timeline. (2018, March 15). BBC News. Retrieved February 25, 2022,
from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-17301646
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Figure 3: German Leaders
West and Reunited German Leaders
Year

Leader

1949 – 1963

Konrad Adenauer

1963 – 1966

Ludwig Erhard

1966 – 1969

Kurt Georg Kiesinger

1969 – 1974

Willy Brandt

1974 – 1982

Helmut Schmidt

1982 – 1998

Helmut Kohl

1998 – 2005

Gerhard Schröder

2005 – 2021

Angela Merkel

2021 – Present

Olaf Scholz

East German Leaders
Year

Leader

1950 – 1971

Walter Ulbricht

1971 – 1989

Erich Honecker

1989 – Reunification

Governed by interim administrations until reunification

Source
The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica. (n.d.). Leaders of Germany. In Encyclopedia
Britannica. Retrieved February 28, 2022, from
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Leaders-of-Germany-1935160
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Figure 4: Germany’s Top Songs
Year

Song Title

Artist

1978

Rivers of Babylon

Boney M.

1979

1980
1981*



Y.M.C.A.



Village People



El Lute



Boney M.

Funkytown

Lipps, Inc.



Stars On 45



Stars On 45



Fade To Grey



Visage



Bette Davis Eyes



Kim Carnes

1982

Words

F-R David

1983

Major Tom (völlig losgelöst)

Peter Schilling

1984

Jenseits von Eden

Nino de Angelo

1985

Live Is Life

Opus

1986

Jeanny Part 1

Falco

1987

1988



You Win Again



Bee Gees



It’s A Sin



Pet Shop Boys



Don’t Worry, Be Happy



Bobby McFerrin



Im nin’ alu



Ofra Haza

1989

Lambada

Kaoma

1990

Verdammt – ich lieb’ dich

Matthias Reim

1991

Wind of Change

Scorpions

1992

Das Boot

U96
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1993

What’s Up?

4 Non Blondes

1994

I Swear

All-4-One

1995

Conquest Of Paradise

Vangelis

1996

Killing Me Softly (With His Song)

Fugees

1997

I’ll Be Missing You

Puff Daddy & Faith Evans feat. 112

1998

My Heart Will Go On

Céline Dion

1999

Mambo No. 5 (A Little Bit Of…)

Lou Bega

2000

The Spirit Of The Hawk

Rednex

2001

2002
2003



Daylight In Your Eyes



No Angels



Only Time



Enya



Butterfly



Crazy Town



Whole Again



Atomic Kitten

Whenever Wherever

Shakira



We Have A Dream



Deutschland sucht den Superstar



Für dich



Yvonne Catterfeld

2004

Dragostea din teï

O-Zone

2005**

Lonely

Akon

2006

Das Beste

Silbermond

2007

Ein Stern (… der deinen Namen trägt)

DJ Ötzi & Nik P.

2008*** All Summer Long

Kid Rock

2009

Poker Face

Lady Gaga

2010

Over The Rainbow

Israel IZ Kamakawiwo’ole
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2011

New Age

2012



Ai se eu te pego!



Michel Teló



Diamonds



Rihanna

39

Marlon Roudette

2013

Wake Me Up!

Avicii

2014

Happy

Pharrell Williams

2015

Hello

Adele

2016

Human

Rag’n’Bone Man

2017

Despacito

Luis Fonsi feat. Daddy Yankee

2018

In My Mind

Dynoro & Gigi D’Agostino

2019

Dance Monkey

Tones And I

2020

Blinding Lights

The Weeknd

2021

Wellerman

Nathan Evans

* Due to charting parameters, the actual number one hit for 1981 was “Dance Little Bird” by
Electronica’s – a children’s song. However, I have listed the next top singles – “Stars on
45” by Stars on 45, “Fade To Grey” by Visage, and “Bette Davis Eyes” by Kim Carnes
– in the chart as the number one sonsg, as they more accurately reflect the top pop songs
of the year.
** Due to charting parameters, the actual number one hit for 2005 was “Schnappi, das kleine
Krokodil” by Schnappi – a children’s song. However, I have listed the next top single –
“Lonely” by Akon – in the chart as the number one song, as it more accurately reflects
the top pop song of the year.
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*** Due to charting parameters, one of the number one hits for 2008 was “Kuschel Song” by
Schnuffel – a children’s song. However, I have only included in this chart the other of
2008’s two number one hits, “All Summer Long” by Kid Rock.

Sources
Offizielle Deutsche Charts. (n.d.). Top 100 Single-Jahrescharts (1978).
https://www.offiziellecharts.de/charts/single-jahr/for-date-1978
Through (All citations listed in the “references” section)
Ibid. (2021). https://www.offiziellecharts.de/charts/single-jahr/for-date-2021
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Figure 5: United States History – Timeline
Year

Events

1945

World War II ends

1947

Cold War begins

1948

Marshall Plan begins - $13 billion in aid, considered a success

1950

Beginning of the Korean War; McCarthyism begins

1951

Korean War continues; McCarthyism continues

1952

Korean War continues; McCarthyism continues

1953

Korean War ends; McCarthyism continues

1954

McCarthyism ends with Senate censure; racial segregation in schools becomes
unconstitutional, unofficial start of the Civil Rights Movement

1961

Unsuccessful Bay of Pigs invasion

1962

Cuban Missile Crisis

1963

President John F. Kennedy assassinated

1964

US “steps up” its military campaign in Vietnam; Civil Rights Act signed into law

1968

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. assassinated

1969

Growing discontent surrounding the increase of US involvement in the Vietnam War

1973

Vietnam ceasefire agreement signed

1974

Nixon resigns due to the Watergate scandal

1979

Hostage crisis at US embassy in Iran begins, lasting 444 days

1980

Hostage crisis at US embassy in Iran ends, following failed rescue attempts; Ronald
Reagan elected president, instituting anti-communist foreign policy and
domestic austerity measures
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The space shuttle Challenger explodes, claiming the lives of its crew members;
“Irangate,” controversy in which the US transferred funds from Iranian arms
sales to fund Nicaraguan Contra rebels

1989

Invasion of Panama, subsequent government ousting

1991

US assumes “dominant role” in war against Iraq

1992

NAFTA passed – trading bloc between US, Canada, and Mexico

1995

Oklahoma City bombing claims the lives of over 160 people

1998

President Clinton’s scandal and impeachment proceedings

1999

US leads NATO in bombing of Yugoslavia in response to violence against Albanians

2001

9/11 terrorist attacks, beginning of the War on Terror

2003

Space shuttle Columbia experiences disintegration, claiming the lives of its crew
members; Missile attacks targeting Baghdad and subsequent invasion begin
campaign to overthrow Saddam Hussein, leader of Iraq

2004

Scandal surrounding US torture of Iraqi prisoners

2005

Hurricane Katrina claims the lives of hundreds, causes severe destruction in the gulf
coast states – New Orleans, particularly

2007

Increased US presence in Iraq conflict

2008

Financial collapse, start of global recession; Barack Obama becomes the first African
American US President

2009

Growing conservative opposition to Obama-era planned reforms, including
healthcare overhaul (Affordable Care Act, also known as “Obamacare”)
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Affordable Care Act passed, in spite of its political divisiveness; new nuclear
weapons treaty with Russia, replacing the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties
(STARTs)

2011

Osama Bin Laden killed by US forces

2012

Benghazi attacks result in the deaths of four Americans, including the US
ambassador in Libya

2013

Boston Marathon bombing; Edward Snowden leaks classified NSA information
detailing illegal surveillance of countless US citizens

2014

Police killing of unarmed African American teenager Michael Brown, sparking
protests and riots in Ferguson, Missouri and beyond

2015

Nine African Americans are killed during a church service by a white supremacist,
begins/reignites calls to remove Confederate symbols/monuments; Islamist
extremists kill 14 and wound 21 others in San Bernadino, California attack

2016

Donald Trump elected President, becoming one of the most divisive figures in US
politics

2017

A woman is murdered by a far-right sympathizer at white nationalist protests in
Charlottesville, Virginia

2019

President Trump undergoes impeachment proceedings

2020

COVID-19 pandemic begins; Joe Biden wins Presidential election

2021

Supporters of Donald Trump storm the Capitol Building in Washington, D.C.; five
people died as a result

Source
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United States profile – Timeline. (2021, January 20). BBC News. Retrieved February 25, 2022,
from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-16759233
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Figure 6: United States Presidents
Years

President

1945 – 1953

Harry S. Truman

1953 – 1961

Dwight D. Eisenhower

1961 – 1963

John F. Kennedy

1963 – 1969

Lyndon B. Johnson

1969 – 1974

Richard M. Nixon

1974 – 1977

Gerald R. Ford

1977 – 1981

Jimmy Carter

1981 – 1989

Ronald Reagan

1989 – 1993

George H.W. Bush

1993 – 2001

Bill Clinton

2001 – 2009

George W. Bush

2009 – 2017

Barack Obama

2017 – 2021

Donald Trump

2021 – Present

Joe Biden

Source
Encyclopedia Britannica. (n.d.). Presidents of the United States. In Encyclopedia Britannica.
Retrieved February 28, 2022, from https://www.britannica.com/place/UnitedStates/Presidents-of-the-United-States
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Figure 7: United States’ Top Songs
Year
1955

1956

Song Title

Artist



Sincerely



The McGuire Sisters



Cherry Pink And Apple Blossom White



Perez “Prez” Prado



Don’t Be Cruel



Elvis Presley



Hound Dog



Elvis Presley

1957

All Shook Up

Elvis Presley

1958

At The Hop

Danny & The Juniors

1959

Mack The Knife

Bobby Darin

1960

The Theme From “A Summer Place”

Percy Faith

1961

Tossin’ And Turnin’

Bobby Lewis

1962



I Can’t Stop Loving You



Ray Charles



Sherry



The 4 Seasons



Big Girls Don’t Cry



The 4 Seasons

1963

Sugar Shack

Jimmy Gilmer & The Fireballs

1964

I Want To Hold Your Hand

The Beatles

1965



(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction



The Rolling Stones



Yesterday



The Beatles

1966

I’m A Believer

The Monkees

1967

To Sir With Love

Lulu

1968

Hey Jude

The Beatles

1969



Aquarius/Let The Sunshine In



The 5th Dimension
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Zager & Evans

1970

Bridge Over Troubled Water

Simon & Garfunkel

1971

Joy To The World

Three Dog Night

1972

1973
1974



The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face



Roberta Flack



Alone Again (Naturally)



Gilbert O’Sullivan

Killing Me Softly With His Song

Roberta Flack



The Way We Were



Barbra Streisand



Seasons In The Sun



Terry Jacks



The Streak



Ray Stevens



(You’re) Having My Baby



Paul Anka

1975

Love Will Keep Us Together

The Captain & Tennille

1976

Tonight’s The Night (Gonna Be Alright)

Rod Stewart

1977

You Light Up My Life

Debby Boone

1978

Night Fever

Bee Gees

1979

My Sharona

The Knack

1980



Call Me



Blondie



Lady



Kenny Rogers

1981

Physical

1982



I Love Rock ‘N Roll



Ebony And Ivory

Olivia Newton-John


Joan Jett & The
Blackhearts



Paul McCartney with
Stevie Wonder
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1983

Every Breath You Take

The Police

1984

Like A Virgin

Madonna

1985

1986

1987

1988
1989

1990

1991

1992
1993



We Are The World



USA for Africa



Say You, Say Me



Lionel Richie



That’s What Friends Are For



Dionne & Friends



Walk Like An Egyptian



Bangles



Livin’ On A Prayer



Bon Jovi



Faith



George Michael

Roll With It

Steve Winwood



Miss You Much



Janet Jackson



Another Day In Paradise



Phil Collins



Nothing Compares 2 U



Sinead O’Connor



Vision of Love



Mariah Carey



Because I Love You (The Postman Song)



Stevie B



(Everything I Do) I Do It For You



Bryan Adams



Black Or White



Michael Jackson

I Will Always Love You

Whitney Houston



That’s The Way Love Goes



Janet Jackson



Dreamlover



Mariah Carey

1994

I’ll Make Love To You

Boyz II Men

1995

One Sweet Day

Mariah Carey & Boyz II Men
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Don’t Speak

1997

50

No Doubt



Candle In The Wind 1997



Elton John



Something About The Way You Look Tonight



Elton John

1998

Iris

Goo Goo Dolls

1999

Smooth

Santana with Rob Thomas

2000

Independent Women

Destiny’s Child

2001

All For You

Janet Jackson

2002



Foolish



Ashanti



Dilemma



Nelly with Kelly
Rowland

2003



In Da Club



50 Cent



Baby Boy



Beyonce with Sean Paul



Hey Ya!



OutKast

2004

Yeah!

Usher with Lil’ Jon & Ludacris

2005

We Belong Together

Mariah Carey

2006

Irreplaceable

Beyonce

2007



Umbrella



Rihanna with Jay-Z



Crank That (Soulja Boy)



Soulja Boy Tell’em

2008

Low

Flo Rida with T-Pain

2009

Boom Boom Pow

The Black Eyed Peas

2010

TiK ToK

Ke$ha

2011

Rolling in the Deep

Adele
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2012

Somebody That I Used to Know

Gotye Featuring Kimbra

2013

Thrift Shop

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
Featuring Wanz

2014

Happy

Pharrell Williams

2015

Uptown Funk!

Mark Ronson Featuring Bruno
Mars

2016

Love Yourself

Justin Bieber

2017

Shape of You

Ed Sheeran

2018

God’s Plan

Drake

2019

Old Town Road

Lil Nas X Featuring Billy Ray
Cyrus

2020

Blinding Lights

The Weeknd

2021

Levitating

Dua Lipa

Sources
Billboard. (n.d.). Year-End Charts: Hot 100 Songs (2009).
https://www.billboard.com/charts/year-end/2009/hot-100-songs/
Through (All citations listed in the “references” section)
Ibid. (2021). https://www.billboard.com/charts/year-end/2021/hot-100-songs/
Whitburn, J. (2010). The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits (9th edition). Billboard Books.


This source was used for the years 1955-2008.
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Figure 8: CURE Poster
This capstone project was presented on Tuesday, April 26 th, 2022, as part of Northern Illinois
University’s Conference on Undergraduate Research and Engagement (CURE) research
symposium. This poster, while not integral to this paper, was presented at this symposium, and it
provides an overview of this capstone project.

